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Although electronics technologies have their origin in the 19th and early 

years of the 20th century, it was the emergence of the semiconductor industry 

and the rapid technological achievements in semiconductor technology leading 

to, aaong others, the invention of the •icroprocessor in 1971, which ushered 

in the electronics revolution!/. The introduction of •icroprocessors 11ade it 

possible to extend the use of computers to virtually all areas of economic 

activities including agriculture, industry and services. These computers are 

flllldamentally altering the way economic activities are perfol"lled and this has 

far reaching implications on global development. A revcl~tionary 

restructuring of the economy has been set in motion as a consequence of the 

technological advances in electronics. The electronics industry has brought 

about improvements in productivity, quality and sophistication of products 

and services in the industrialized countrLs and this offers great potentials 

to the developing countries in their efforts to raise their share of global 

economic output for the economic benefits of their peoples. 

The electronics hardware industry produces a very large variety of 

products which can be grouped into three sub-sectors namely: industrial 

electronics (for example computers, telec011111unications equipment, industrial 

controls); consumer electronics (such as television, radio, video tape 

recorders); and components (resistors, capacitors, transistors, printed 

circuit boards, microprocessors). 

Annex 1 shows the global 1986 production (excluding centrally-planned 

economies) of electronics hardware products. Out of a total production of 

$403 billion, the United States of America (U.S.A.), Japan and Western Europe 

accounted for over 90~ of that total. Allong the industrialized countries, the 

leading producers were the U.S A., Japan and the Federal ~epublic of Ge~y 

with 43~, 22~ and Gt of total glGbal production respectively. Newly 

!/ For a compr~hPnsive rP.vie\oi of ~he electronics revolution see, for example, 
"Microelectronics and Society - A R«:port to the Club of Rome" by Guenther 
Friedrichs and Adam Schaff, published by Mentor (1983). 
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industrializing and developing countries with a significant presence in the 

~•arket include the Republic of Korea. Singapore. Brazil. Hong Kong, India, 

· Ma!aysia, Philippines. Thailand and Indonesia. Collectively these countries 

accounted for 7~ of global output. 

Globally. the industrial electronics sub-sector was the largest with an 

output of $265 billion !in 1986) representing 65.8' of the total industry 

output. The components sub-sector followed with $94 billion, equivalent to 

23.4~ of total output. Consumer electronics was the saallest sub-sector 

globally with $43.6 billion worth of output which was 10.8' of total output. 

Technologically, the industrial electronics sub-sector represents the high 

end of the technolog-s spectn.ua followed by components (especially integrated 

circuits) a~d consumer elect~onics in that order. The sub-sertoral structural 

analysis indicates the general technological level of the industry in a 

p3rticu1ar country especially where the i~dustry is e~-posed to international 

competition. F~om this perspective, it is observed from Annex 1 that in all 

the industrialized countries the subsectoral hierarchy in terms of value of 

production is in the order: industrial electronics - coaponents - consumer 

electronics (albeit in varying proportions); reflecting the relatively high 

technological level ~f the industry in these countries. The situation in the 

newly indu,...trializing and develoving countries is quite different. With the 

f"xception of Hong Kong, components was the largest sub-sector in all the 

countries which adopted an e~-port-oriented strategy in the development of 

their electrcnics industry. Such was the case for the Republic ·>f Korea, 

Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. Countries which promoted thP 

electronics industry la~gely on the basis of import substitution, s~ch as 

Brazil and India, gave greeter emphasis ~o industrial electronics and conswner 

electronics sub-sectors as costpared to those countries whose industry is 

aainly export-oriented. 

The largest exporter of electronics products in the world is JHpan which 

in 1986 accounted for 25.3' of total world exports~/. The U.S.A. was second 

with an export share of 15.9% followed by the Federal Republic of Germany with 

10.3~. Exports from the Asian coWltries (Singapore, Hong Kong and the 

~I SPP l!NIDO !D/WG.'17f./2 <SPF.C:. )JI. 
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Republic of Korea) stood at 14.~ while that of Latin America was l.~ In 

ten1S of i•ports, developing countries accounted for 23.~ of world total. 

,This figure was higher fur some classes of equipment like telecom11UDications 

where 33.2\ of total world imports of $34 billion went to developing countries. 

Annex 2 gives the global electronics hardware products aarkct in 1986. 

The top 6 p~oducers accounting for 82.~ of global production were also the 

top consumers with a cOllbined share of 81.5% of the global 11arket. Allong 

developing countries, Brazil had the largest domestic •arket followed by the 

Republic of Korea. 

As sta~ed earlier, technology, especinlly semiconductor technology has 

been the main driving force for. the electrcnics industry. The next section 

describes the technological evolution of the electronics industry and 

demonstrates the dramatic achi-~veme'lts and their implications. 
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Two main categories of electronics technologies aay be identified. which 

have usher~d i~ the electronics revolution. These are: 

(i) Electronics technologies for info.-.ation transaission; and 

(ii) Electronics technolo~ies for info.-.ation processing. 

It is the convergence of technological trends in the two categories that 

resulted in the rapid increase in applications of electronics technologies in 

society. 

The art of information transmission has undergone several transfonuations 

from the time of the first demonstration of electrical telegraphy by Morse in 

1R43. Since then, driven by ever-increasing demand for aore sophisticated 

long distance co11UDunication services, a number of historic milestones marking 

major 

inventions with far rP.aching implications on the development of the industry 

may be identified. Among these, the following may be cited: 

I J ) 

I • , \ 
. l l ; 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The first submarine cable linkinf Calais in france and Dover in 
the British Isles in 1851; 

Yhe first transatlantic cable linking Europe and America in 1866: 

The invention of the telephone by Alexander Bell in 1876; 

The first deaonstratior1 of wireless telegraphy by Marconi in 
1901. 

~ith the above technological achieveaents, the stage was set for 

development of voice and data coaaunication systems. Demand for these 

services rose dram~tically especially for military and maritiD:f! applications. 

With rising demand, the capacities of the transmission systems were soon 

exhausted and new techniques had to be developed with larger information 

carrying capacities. This necessitated the developmP.nt of transmit;sion 
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systems operating at inc:-easingly higher frequences. The original open wire 

and twisted pair copper transmission lines soon gave way to high capacity 

coaxial cables and, 110re recently, the introduction of optical fibers. 

Siailarly, in wireless communications, transaitting and receiving 

equipment were developed that operate ove1· •adio frequendes froa the very low 

up ta the •icrowave range. The requirements for wideband data communications 

systems and television broadcasting led to crowd~ng of terrestrial wireless 

systeas, and satellite transmission systems were ~eveloped to alleviate this 

~roblem by providing an alternative path of transmission through space. The 

use of satellite repeater stations in geostationary orbits, with associated 

earth stations, permitted glubal covP.rag~ bPt"-~P.n any two locations or. earth. 

Along with technological advances in increasing the capacities of 

information transmission systems, the type of information signal being 

transmitted has also been transformed. The continuing trend has been towards 

digital systems through conversion of analogue signals like those for speech 

and video to digital form. This trend has been inspired by the superior 

transmission performance of digital systems as compared to analogue systems. 

It is this trend towards digitization of wideband information transmission 

systems that has brought out a convergence of infonaation transmission and 

processing technologies since the same t~chnological trend occured in the 

latter. Th~se developments have made it possible to effect direct 

c<>11111wiication between database systems through the telecommunication 

transmission system as both were then designed to handle similar signals. 

This has led to the development of local area networks linking a number of 

databases as well as provision of new value-added services, such as teletext 

and telefax. 

The telec<>1111unication networks of thf, future may be based on the concept 

of Integrated System Digital Network (ISDN) whereby all fonas of signals, will 

be conveyed in digital form over the trans•ission network. Appropriate 

terminal equipment convert the digital signals into the desired form. 
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With regard to information processing, several electronic devices and 

cir~uit systems have been developed. The first active electronic device was 

the vacuum tube diode used in signal detection developed by Fl~ing in 1904. 

Later in 1906, ~he vac~um tube triode with signal amplification capability, 

was introduced by Lee rle Forest. These two basic electronic devices led to 

the intr<>tiuction of regular radio broadcasting from the 1920s onwards. It 

is interesting to note that some of the current aajor multinational firms 

involved in the electronics sector, such as IBM (International Business 

Machines) were already in existence in those early days of the birth of th(• 

e!ect!"'onir:!; pr·:l. 

Severa] other elPr.tron tube devicP.s WP.re subsequently de\'eloped and these 

boo!ited deve]npments in television broadcasting. telephone and telegraph 

services as well as a variety of consumer products. RADAR \Radio !!e-tection 

~d ~anging) was also introduced during this period along with the first 

generation of computers which were based on vacuum tube devices. 

The vacuum tubes were bulky and inefficient. Thus the first computers 

developed in the 1940s were ver:-· large with only limited capabilities. The 

invention of the transistor by Steckley el al. in 1948 was one of the most 

important discoveries in the technological evolution of the electronics 

industry. Not only was the transistor much smaller than the vacuum tube, it 

soon proved to be more efficient and reliable. The invention of the transistor 

also ga~e birth to the semiconductor industry and these new electronic devices 

rapidly replaced the inefficient vacuum tubes in most electronic equipment. 

The second generation of computers were then based on the transistor. 

Although the transition from vacuum tubes-based equipment to 

transistor-based equiprent was very dramatic, with conseq~ental restructuring 

of the entire industry, the demand for even more efficient, faster, smaller 

and highly reliable electronic sy~tems persisted especially for military and 

space exploration programes. Thr late 1950s saw the first introduction of 

integrated circuits whereby a number of circuit components were incorporated 

in a single si] icon chip. Integrated cir-r·uits were usf!d in thP. third 
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generation of computers introduced in the early 1960s. Since then the degree 

lof integration has increased very rapidly from: small scale integration (SSI) 

to medillll scale integration (MSI) to large scale integration (LSI) and 

currently to very large scale integration (VLSI). 

With these technological advances, there has also been a tremer.dous 

reduction in the cost of integrated circuits measured in terms of functional 

capacities like memory or processing speed in MIPS (million instructions per 

second). 

The mic"oprocessor was developed as a general purpose central processing 

unit on a single silicon chip, the specific function of which would be 

determined by the user through appropriate software. This development, along 

with achievements in LSI and V!.SI technologies, led to new architectures of 

the fourth generation computers. With the increasing range of microprocessor 

applications, the cost of providing computing facilities dropped substantially 

and this resulted in the proliferation of personal computers among other 

developments. 

Com!>uters are diffusir.g rapidly in many i.ndustrial secrors. With regard 

to engineering industries, for example, several stt1dies~/ ha\'e confirmed the 

rapid rate of diffusion in industrialized countries of computer technologie£, 

such as numerically controlled machine tools, computer-aided design and 

computer-aided manufacturing. The impact of this diffusion o~ employment, 

international competitiveness and prospects for continued industrialization in 

developing countries has also been analyzed. It is generally accepted that at 

the macroecon<>11ic level the planned introduction of computers in industry has 

net positive effects and in many sectors it is essential fir maintaining 

international competitiveness. 

;!/ See for example "Flexible Autnmation: The GJobaJ Diffusion of New 
Technology in the Engineering lndu!'>try" by Charlci:; Edquist & Staffan 
Jacobson, Bl ackwe 11, l 9Rc,. 
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Computers handle ir.formation in digital for11. The wide-spread use of 

computers, accoap.anied with the trend towards digitization of teleco..iu.,i

cations trans•ission and switching systems, has resulted in a convergence 

of the underlying •icroelectronics technologies. This convergence has led 

to faster growth of the services sector in comparison to agriculture and 

industry and it is foreseen that th~ services sector •ay eventually be the 

dominant economic sector. Industrialization of developing countriP.s will have 

to be advanced within this changed international environ11ent characterized hy 

the widespr~ad application of computers linked through the telec~ication 

systems and a restr~cturing of the global economy. Development of appropriate 

str~itegies for developing •.;ountries requires careful plann:ng so as to guid;_. 

the application of the technology in the economy as well as induce local 

indust~ial expertise in the sector. 
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III. ~g~!QRY_rHQMQ!!ON~1-~~~_Qf_~~~~!~-~-~gy~1Q~rf.r_Qf_~ 
; gLE£~~!£~_!m!Y~!RY 

Intrinsic characteristics of the electronics industry have attracted 

State intervention by aany Govern11ents of developed countries through public 

purchasing and other supportive aeasures. These Governments recognize the 

strategic importance of aicroelectronics-based products and servires, 

especially their role in information handling and c<>111111unications. The 

Governments have therefore strived to ensure that they have under their 

control adequate national capacities to de\•elop and use this key technology. 

The scale and economic importance of the electronics industry is also 

.,ell establi,.·~ed. Many see this growth sector as an area of opportunity and 

would wish to encourage the development of a national industry both for import 

substitution as well as exports. The beneficial results of the timely and 

appropriate use of electronics are of aajor importance. New products can be 

developed, and functionability, quality and reliability of existing products 

can be improved. The capability and reliability of industrial processes can 

be improved and their costs reduced. Overall, electronics can contribute 

significantly to increase the productivity and efficiency of an entir~ economy. 

There is, in fact, a well developed practice of the Go .. ·ernments of 

developed countries using public purchasing to develop their electronics-based 

industries. rt is, however, i11portant to realize that, in most of the 

market-oriP.nted economies, this activity ha$ been in response to implicit 

rather than explicit Government policy - and indeed it is frequently seen to 

be at variance with stated Government policies. For this reason Government 

policy in this regard can better be inferred fr.om concrete measures undertaken 

rather than an analysis of the stated policies themselves. It is, therefore, 

instructive to analyse a nwnber of representative measures undertaken by 

Governments in developed countries so as to place perspective the crucial 

role of state intervention in the development of thP. P.}ectronics sector. 
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Policy instrw:ients that have been employed by Governments to influence 

~development of the electronics industry have included a mix of the following: 

Support for research and develo1>11ent and training through grants, 
loans, etc.; 

Support for plant and equi~ment through provision of loans and grants; 

Government procurement; 

Regulation of the structure of the sector (t.f(. encourabing mergers, 
anti-trust laws etc.~; 

'":,reign investments controls; 

Tariffs and trade policies. 

In the United States, although a consistent and systematic set of 

policies dir~cted towa.~s this industry has not been developed, numerous 

Government measures have had direct or indirect effects on (.S. electronics 

firms. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the Government stimulated developments 

in electronics by purchasing semiconductors for defence and space prograJml"?S 

as well as supporting R&D. The guaranteed market growths offered by these 

Government programmes were instrumental in establishing U.S. pioneering 

leadership in the industry. More recently U.S. Government support has sought 

to stimulate innovation through tax and regulatory ref onus designed to improve 

the "climate" for innovation. Venture finance has been encouraged through 

successive reductions of the capital gains tax (197A, 1981). Other 

initiatives taken have included granting of increased tax credits for R&D, 

relaxation of anti-trust laws to allow for inter-firm cooperation in res~arch 

and deregulation of the telecoDU11unications industry aimed at minimizing 

institutional barriers to innovation. The l'. S. electronics industry has also 

benefited from trade restrictions imposed on some semiconductor products in an 

attempt to reverse the increasing trade deficit of that country. 

Development of the electronics industry in Japan has been favoured by the 

established system of promoting cooperation bP.tw~en the Government, Industry 

and Research Institutes, especially prior to coDU11ercialization of products. 

The Government has played a key role in formulating l?ng-term plans for th~ 

sector as well as supporting numerous dew~lopment pro,iP.ct.s. Examples of such 

projf!cts are those dealing with VLSI Cirr.uits, Robotics, Super Computers, 
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Fifth Generation Comp1ters and Advanced Software. Invariably, Governaent 

-support has been oriented towards f3cilitating the activities of industry as 

well as ensuring integrated and coherent d~velopment through coordination of 

activities. Public purchasing policies have also been pursued tn promote 

Japanese electronics industries. Most influential in this regard has been 

the public telecOlllUllications cort><>rati~n Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NT'f' 

although there have been recent trends towards lib~ralization. 

Similarly in Europe, Govern11ents have intervened directly or indirectly 

to promote the electronics industry. Thro\igh support for national standards, 

for· example, the telecommunications industry ha.co often provided R prot:->r!c->d 

domestic market for lucally produced electronic equipment. In Western Europe-', 

joint R&D programmes are being supported by Governments such as the ESPRIT 

programme. These progr&11111es are aimed at advancing technolc~ical expertise 

in Europe so as to attain parity with the U.S.A. and Japan. 

With regard to those developing countries that have achieved a 

perceptible presence in the global market, Governments have generally adoptE>d 

either export-oriented strategies or import substitutio~. 

Countries in which the export aarket has been the main driving force for 

the growth of the industry include the East and South-East Asian nations of 

the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philit->r ines and 

Thailand. Development of the electronics industry in these countri~s followed 

some general pattern although the industry started at different times amongst 

them. Initially in the 1950s and 1960s the industry grew as import 

substitution for consU11e1· products especially assembly of t~·ansistor radios. 

This activity was actively promoted by Governments through, for ex8D1ple. 

iaposition of higher iaport tariffs on items like radios and television~~ with 

•uch lower import duties levied on i11ported sub-assemblies. 

In the 1960s 118DY of these countries altered their strategi~s and dec1dP.d 

to pursue an export-oriented labour intensi•1e approach with "' vi•·w to generatP 

employment and improve their balance of payments. ThP e)ectronir.s components 
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industry was particularly suitable to this IJPpro&ch since the downstre&11 

lassembly operations in the production process were highly labour-intensive. 

During that period, some se.iconductor multinational fil"'llS froa the U.S.A., 

were seeking alternative sites away froa the U.S.A. where labour costs were 

rising. These fil"'llS were facing increasing pressure froa Japanese coapanies 

in the international aarket, and they decided to relocate the low skill 

labour- intensive assembly operations in some of the East and South-East Asian 

countries. The main motivation for this strategy by the aultinational firms 

was to secure international competitiveness of their products through 

exploitation of cheap abundant labour available in that region. 

In addition to providing cheap labour to the multinational firms, 

Governaents, in due course, provided several other incentives to attract this 

form of foreign investments. Among such incentives •ay be mentioned the 

following: extended period tax holidays, duty free importation of capital 

goods and raw materiais, free repatriation of profits, operation in free trade 

zones equipped with well develope~ infrastructure (e.g. electricity and 

tele<:011111unication facilities), flexibie labour laws and relaxation of 

Government control procedures with regard to foreign investmeots. 

With the emergence of the multinational firms in the electronics industry 

scene, the sub··sectoral structure of the industry in these countries tilted in 

favour of the components sub-sector. Exports of electronics products rose 

rapidly and by 1985 the ratio of exports to total production was i~ the range 

between~ to 97~/. The growth of exports is deaonstrated by the case of 

Malaysia where the ratio of export to total production rose froaa ~ in 1973 to 

over 85% in 1985. 

In recent years there has started a new restruct1Jring of the electronics 

industry in these countries. This followed currency appr~ciation in Japan and 

the Republic of Korea. Firms from these c~untries, led by Japan, have begun 

to relocate for export the assembly of consumer electronics products in 

~/ SP.e TJNIDO ID/WG.478/3 (SPF.C. l 
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countAies, such as Si~gapore, Thailand anrl Malaysia. This form of 

~delocalization is seen to be potentially beneficial to the host country as il 

·.ay lead to develoJ)llellt of subcontracting activities. Such was not the case, 

in general, for assembly cf COllPODents. Even then the level of technology 

transfer is still expected to be li•ited since the •ultinat~onal firms still 

tend to locate the research and deveh>pment facilities in their o..n 

countries. A recent exception is the l"$tablishment of a research centre in 

Thailand by a Japanese firm. 

The ;nvolvement of •ultinational firas in the d~velopment of the 

electronics indus\ry in the region has taken aany forms. The :i:ain one!'> an· 

direct investgent, joint ventures, licensing and secoud sourcing agrerments. 

When~as Japane~a=~ firms have tendecf to ::onclude joint ~enture agreements, this 

has not been the case with firms from th<! U.S.A. 

The Government of the Republic of Korea a=tiv~ly promoted joint venturps 

especially after 1973 within ~rticulateci policies coordinated by the State. 

The Republic of Korea bSl.<J now established itself as one of the major producers 

of electronics products in the world. In 1986 this country ranked seventh in 

world production and a~vl.Dced to the sixth po~ition in 1987. ParAllel to 

these developments has been the P-mer,e.1ce of large Korean conglomerate;.; 

capable of ~ompeting in the international market. This ~henomP.nal success of 

the Korean electronics industry ~ver a span of some 30 years h~~ been largely 

due to elaborate sectoral development plans formulated by the Gover11J11ent 

coupled with econ<91jc and political support fr<>11 le9ding te~hnology supplier~ 

enjoy~d by th?t country. The Governaent declared the industry to be strategic 

anrl provided preferential treat11ent to encour~ge local investors and .ioint 

ventures. Reaaarch and development wac supported through Gov~rnment funding 

and close cooperation was forged between the GovernJ11ent, research institutes 

and industry; much along the pattern of Japan. 

The success of t~e export-oriented strategy in the other South-East 

Asian cowitries has however not 11atched the Korean performance. ~sidP from tt.e 

diffP.rent socio-political contr.xts, a number of additional constraints ha~e 

presented themselves and among these are; 
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· ~i) Over dependency on the aultinational finis has resulted in increased 

vulnerability of the growth of the industry on the global corporate 

strategiP.S of these fi~. t1lese global strategies 11ay not 

necessarily be in hal"llOny with the development needs o~ the host 

co1mtry. Local firms have tended to be saall and •ainly involved in 

the assembly of consumer electronics products for the domestic aarket. 

The technologic~l le~el of these local finns h~s t~nded to be 11Uch 

l<>W"!r than the state-of-the-art and thus further reducing their 

capaciti<?s to participsle in the export aarket. 

! ii} Many multinational finis operate iri free trade zones and as such there 

{iii} 

has been little, if any, S1Ybstantive linkage between lht'! acth·ities of 

these finas and those of the local fin1S. In particular 

subcontracting arrangements 1:ould not be casi ly ortanized. This 

situation has been particularly acute in Malaysia where the foreign 

firms ha\'e concentrated on components production primarily for the 

export 11&rket independently froa the local firms engaged in assembly 

of consumer electronics for the domestic market although the latter 

obtain so•e of their components requirements from the aultinational 

firms. 

Despite the fact that foreign firms have, and continue to be, ma,jor 

employers in the South-East Asian countries, the skill level involved 

has remained generally very low. Only in a few of these countries 

has a degree of skill upgradation been achieved through inclusion of 

higher technology activities, like testing and wafer processing. 

(iv} Research and development activities have continued to be undertaken by 

the aultina~ional firms in the home country facilities. Virtually no 

R&D activities are undertaken by subsidiaries of 11Ultinational firms 

located in these developing countries. 
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With regard lo import 3ubstituli~n, countries that have followed this 

.ap~roach in the cievelopme.nt of their electr·onics industries are aainly thosf; 

with large potential dollestic 11arkets. Of these, Brazil, India and Indonesia 

have achieved internationel levels of production although to v~rying degrees 

of success. In Brazil (populatior. about 140 aillion), which ranked 12th in 

global production in 1986 at an output of$ 5.145 billion, the domestic aarket 

in the same year was $ 5.048 billion indicating a saall positive trade balance 

of$ 97 aillion~:'. India (with a population of about 750 million) produced 

electronics goods valued at $ ?.584 billion and consUllerl goods worth S 2.657 

billion yielding a s•all nega~ive trade bal3Dce of$ 73 •illicn. Performance 

of the local industry in Indonesia {population about 170 aillion) was 

relatively less impressive. In l~ local production stood at S 675 •illion 

while the doeestic market ~as $ ~i •illion. The negative sectoral tradP. 

balance of $ ~32 •illion represented 34 ~ of domestic production while the 

coaparative figure in the case of India was only 2.8 ~-

The negotiating capacities for importation of electronics technologies of 

the countries that have pursued the import substitution strategy has been 

strengthened by their large domestic aarkets. Govern11ents, especially in 

Brazil and India, have actively intervened in the promotion of the sector. 

Local manufact~rers have received preferential treatllent and protection from 

coapetition by multinational firms. Tax incentives and special lines of 

credit have been made available to local investors and foreign firms have been 

urged to increase the lev~l of local content in their products and to utilize 

local subcontractors. Policies and institutional arrangements for the 

pr0110tior. of the sector were developed. In the case of India, for example, 

the Department of Electronics was established in 1970 followed by the 

Electronics C~ission in 1971. These ·two were established to provide focal 

points for planning integrated development of electronics. The Goverrment of 

India also formulated regulatory and promotional policies such as the Policy 

on Industrial Components in 1981 and the Integrated Polir.y Measures of 1985. 

5/ See UNIDO JD/WG.47R/2 'SPF.r.. l 
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Correspondi~g developments in the case of Brazil were the promulgation of the 

Informatics Law of 1984, issuance of the sectoral plan a year later and 

establishaP-nt of public institutions such as SEI (Secretaria Especial de 

Informatica} and CONIN (Consel~o Nacional de Info~tica and Autoaacao). 

Comparison of the slob-sectoral structure of the electronics industry in 

the countries that followed i11port-substitution strategy with those that 

adopted ~xport-orientation, reveals some basic differen~es. In Bra2il and 

India, industrial electronics has been given the highest priority accounting 

for ~ and 46' of output in 1986, respectively. The components sub-sector is 

dominant ir. "ndones;ia as in the othe• South-East Asian countri~s which 

followed an export-oriented strategy. The components sub-sector is heavily 

controlled by the large semicoriductor 11Ultinational firms man..- of which 

s~ttled in South-East Asia, including Indonesia, for their strategit· reasons. 

, .. h,. 11mjori ty of the remaining developing countries are largely users of 

electronics products. A few of these countries have established modest 

assembly facilities for consumer electronics and telecommunications 

equipment. Many are faced with problems of repair and 11aintenance, lack of 

technological expertise and the consequent haphazard introduction of thP. 

technology into their econe>11ies. The li•ited doaestic market, high 

technological level of the industry, rapid technological obsolescence, global 

control of the international ma&ket by multinational finas, hig~1 cost of IU.D 

activities, shortage of resources (trained J11anpower and financial) and 

difficulties in attracting foreign investments present near fonnidable 

barriers to new entrants into the sector. The conditions which led to the 

growth of offshore assembly operations in South-East Asia are largely no 

longer applicable, esp~cially with technological advances in factory 

automation which have reduced the labour cost coaponent in productio11 costs. 

Yet the electronics era has begun and all developing countries includ~ng tho£e 

with no electronics production facilities will be affected by these 

developments through interaction with other countries via, for instance, 

importation of capital gex>ds illbedded wjth a high degree of •i~roelectronics 

t~chnologies and international telecoaauniration services. For thes~ 
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countries involveaent in the electronics sector aay require various levels of 

~uh-regional and regional co-operation both at the R&D stage and for design 
' 
and aanufacturing. In addition, the countries aay need to undertake aeasures 

for strengthening negotiating capabilities in the acquisition of electronics 

products so as to reverse the adverse consequences of indiscri•inate 

importation of •icroelectronics-based technologies. 



---------------------------------------
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The software industry is comprised of software suppliers, software 

products and huaan and physical resourr.es related to software production. 

Major software suppliers include c<>111>uter hardware aanufacturers, specialized 

software houses and user C011Panies. An emerging new class of software 

suppliers are C011Panies engaged in telecomaunications, semiconductor 

aanufacturing and publishing. Software products may be classified accordinf. 

to ust> or product type or type of hardware on which it runs. On the t-asis 

of use, ti.:u cl:issPs of soft .. are products are identified: systems softwan~ 

which aids programmers through controlling internal hardware ~ystems and 

applications software used to unde~takP specific user tasks, surh as 

computer-aided manufacturing. Classification according to product type 

divides softwan• into packaged software, custom software and integrated 

system softwar·e, whereas that according to type of hardware on which it 

runs, dra""s dist i 11d ion between software for PJC'\inframes, mini •md 

microcomputers. Main resources required in software production include 

skilled manpOW"~r - especially system analysts and computer programmers, 

softwan• development tools, such as prograJD edi':ors as well as computer 

harch.:are. 

The software production process is a succession of different stages 

re~uiring differentiated skills, methods and techniques. The stages are 

broadly grouped into system definition; progra:anaing: testing and debugging: 

maintenance and enhancement. Among these production stages, the last one is 

an int~6ral part, continuously adapting software t.o nP.W needs and situations. 

The importance of this stage was demonstrated in a recent st~dy of the 

industry in OECD cour1tries~/ wherein it was estimated that about 75 per cent 

of computing resources for 1980 in the United States were taken up by 

maintenance and enhancement activities. This observation, along with the 

)ahour-intensive nature of the software industry, has direct implication~ for 

developing countries in their use of COllJ>Ut~rs for econ<>11ic development. 

~I OF.CD, Software: An Emerging Industry, 1985. 
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T"n~ wide range of software products• diversity in users and difficulties 

•n estimating the value of in-house software production have led to widely 

varying figures for worldwide software market esti.ates. Thus, for instance, 

estimates for the worldwide software aarket in 19861 range from $45 billion to 

$100 billion in purchases and develo~nt expenses!/. forecasts of the global 

software lll3rket in tbe year 2000 range fr011 $80 billion to $200 billion~/. 

Major trends in the global software market may be SUlllll8rized as: 

(a} Wider acceptance of packaged soft~-are; 

(b) Growing demand fer pPrsonal computer (PC) based software; 

(c~ Widening user base: 

(d) Emergence of software support markets; 

(e: Rapid growth in the market for artificial intelligence. 

Along with increases in the sales of packaged software, the portion of 

PC-based software is projected to rise frOll 15 per cent in 1982 to over 25 per 

cent in 1991. This increase is mainly due to the widespread use and 

increasing cdpacity of microcomputers. Software houses are playing an 

increasingly Ieadin1. role in production of packaged software. A regional 

production structure has also emerged. While the United States account for 

over 70 per cent of the global packaged software production, software 

companies in France, Japan and other industrialized countries have tended to 

concentrate on custom software~/. In terms of overaJl consumption, aany 

countries show an increasing proportion in consumption of packaged software. 

71 ADP., Busine~s Week, March 2, 1987 and Computer Design, Jan. l, 1987. 

~! ADB, Techni::al Assistance Study at Selected Industries, Vol. 4 (Computer 
Softwar~~ 19R7. 

~/ Electronics Inoust.ry Association of Korea Yearbook (1986). 
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The growing de11&11d for PC-based software is due to the increasing use 

*°f personal computers worldwide. As of mid-1987, the IBM-PC and its clones 

nUllbered over 10 million units in the U.S. alone with at least half as llBDY 

in the rest of the world. The market for PC-based software is expected to 

l(row at an average rate of 30 per cent t·ntJ reach about $45 billion by 

1990!Q/. Technical advances in hardware systems coupled with the trend 

towards low-priced packaged software, have contributed significantly in 

widening the user base for computer systems. Many small business firms have 

installed c<>11puting facilities, although they invariably rely on external 

service companies for software products and JDSintenance. This latter aspect 

has led to the emergence of a software support market. User organizations 

contract with software suppliers or other independent parties for technical 

suppor-t of software packagt'!s. As computers became aore widely used and 

software increasingly sophisticated, dP.mand for this type of service is 

growing rapidly. Lastly, the market for artificial intelligence is expected 

to increase at an annual rate of 29 per cent according to MIS Week (Feb. 9, 

1-987}. A major portion of this increase will be due to developments in 

expert syste.s whereby the U.S. market is forecast to rise fr<>11 $SOC million 

in 1986 to $1800 million in 1990. 

A ti~gree of specializatio11 has developed among the major software 

suppliers. Hardware manufacturers tend to ccmcentrate on system software Md 

general purpose application software, such as accounting, management and 

payroll. On the other hand, software houses are primarily pr~ducin~ packaged 

softwure (especially PC based) and custom software for specific applications. 

Trends in in-house software development among users have shown increasing 

concentration on maintenance and enhancement activities. Overall the software 

market is intrinsically linked to technological developments in computer 

hardware and architecture as well as capabilities of system analysts and 

programmers. 

!QI ADB, 19R7. 
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Technologically, the software industry has advanced extensively, although 

due to its labour and skill-intensive nature, this has not matched 

developments in computer hardware. In the 1950s and up to the early 1960s, 

software was written by specialists using •achine and assembly languages. 

High-level languages like FORTRA~. COBOL and ALGOL came into use in the late 

1960s. Ordinary computer users <non-specialists} were then able to write 

prograas us.:'ng the high-level languages. As complexity of software increased, 

the cost of software development rose prohibitively and this led to the demand 

for standardized application packages and general purpose operating syste115. 

Establishment of database systems in the 1980s, along with advances in 

COllllUJlications networks and limitations of large ~r.ntral processing systems 

created a demand for distributed computing. New software systems had to be 

developed to cater for parallel information processing and this continues to 

be an area of intensive research. Significant improvements in productivity 

and reliability of software products are also being realized following 

advances in software engineering technology. Future software products will 

include an in~reasing share of firmware, whereby software of diverse variety 

is illbedded in a single chip. 

The software industry in developing countries is either totally 

non-existent or at its embryonic stage. This span of development of the 

industry ranges from budding software firms in the more advanced developing 

countries, such as India, Brazil, Singapore and the Republic of Ko&ea to the 

majority of developing countries who import virtually al1 their software 

requirements. Many of the latter group of countries re • ., totally on foreign 

firms with regard to software maintenance and enhancement activities as well. 

Nonetheless, the fact that the software industry is labour intensive, albeit 

highly skilled, has attracted many development planners to assess the 

opportunities and constraints of developing this industry in developing 
countries. 

Consideration of conditions generally prevailing in developing countries 

reveal~ a numher of constraints which may retard or disr.o•JragP development 

of a local softwarP inrlustry. One su~h cLnstr~int ~risP~ from thP limited 
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doaestic aarket. The market for software products is intrinsically linked to 

:utilization of computer hardware equi(lllent. The relatively low level of use 

of computers in developing countries liaits the size of the potential domestic 

aarket upon which the software industry could build upon. A second constraint 

relates to scarcity of skilled software specialists, such as system analysts 

and programmers. Those specialists that may be available, often have little 

opportWJities to keep up with state-of-the-art technological expertise in 

addition r.o lacking adequate software development tools. Yet another 

constraint prevalent in developing countries relates to inadequate infra

structure development needed to support the industry. 'fhis includes lack of 

product standardization and underdeveloped teleco111111unications, marketing and 

distribu~ io:1 systems, as wel 1 as low !Pvel infnnnatization of socio-ec:onomir 

systP..ms. 

The~a~ domestic: constraints also have negative implications on prospects 

for exporting software products into the highly competitive international 

market. The language barrier in the international market, whereby most 

software is written in English (on account of the U.S. d<>11inance in this 

inc!ustry:, may also hinder development of export-oriented software industries 

in non-English speaking developing countries. In spite of these constraints, 

some developing countries, especially those with large populations and solid 

education systems, foresee opportWlities of exploiting their manpower 

resources in establishing software industries. These countries also see th~ 

need to develop software products based on local languages and compatible to 

the local socio-economic activities anrl practices. For other developing 

countries where it may not be feasible to develop a full-fledged local 

ir.dustry involved in the complete spectrum of software development activities, 

development of indigenous expertise in software maintenance and enhancement is 

considered crucial in optimizing the benefits of computer applications in the 

economy. The increasing cost of maintenance and enhancement of internationally 

available software syctems have led to a growing demand for software supp~rt 

services in virtually all countries. Based on these aspirations, some genera] 

strategies, and policies that may promote development of the software industry 

in developing countries may be elaborated. 
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.. As with the electronics hardware sector, the role of the GovP.rruaent in 

promoting a local software industry is funda11ental. Since the industry is 

still in its infancy or even non-existent in most developing countries and 

since the international market is extremely competitive, it appears that 3 

domestic-oriented developaent of the industry may bP thP most viable approach 

for these countries to enter and sustain development of the software sector. 

Such a strategy, however, would require an active :·oh· :-;n the part of the 

Government in adopting measures to expand the market. These measures may 

include: 

Formulation of fa·.-ourable Goverr.;:: .... n~ p:· .. rurement ;.iolicies: 

Promotion of standardization in computer hardware and software 
products: 

Promotion of use of computers in all economic sectors through, 
i!!!~r ~.!..!~. provision of favou1·able conditions for capital 
expendi tun:-s involving computers: 

Promotion of technological development by creating a conducive 
at110Sphere for establishment of joint ventures, licensing 
arrangements and basic research and developments in cooperation 
with software suppliers in develop"d r:-ount:-i,:.s; 

Encouraging institutions of higher learning as well as vocational 
schools to develop suitable training programs in Computer Science, 
Electronics and Management Science: 

Pref~rcnt5al treatment of local software firms through provision of 
incentives. 

With regard to exports, only a selective niche-oriented approach appears 

feasible for those countries that have acquired international level expertise 

in specific software products. Already some developing countries have been 

able to export some software products. In some cases firms in developing 

countries have sought certification of th~.ir software specialists from 

institotions in industrialized countries, notably the United States, in a bid 

to acquire international acceptance of the q~ality and r~liability of their 

software products. 
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In the light of the global ".:cenario described above, the UNIDO 

Secretariat proposes that the issues for the First Consultation on the 

Electronics Industry be selectt-d from the following: 

There is a need to critically analyze the export--oriented and import 

substitution strategies that were adopted by various de\'eloping countries in 

the development of their electronics industries and, from this, to propose 

appropriate strategies for ne~ entrants and those likely to remain mainly 

users of electronics products i.~ the foreseeable future. 

With regard to countries that followed export-oriented strategies, it 

would appear that future development strat~gies should address problems of 

structural deficiencies, low technological levels, limitations of domestic 

markets and heavy reliance on foreign ~nvestments. There is a need to 

restructure lhe industry which in many of these countries is heavily skewed 

towards the components sub-sector. The components sub-sector, especially that 

of semiconductor components, is strongly influenced by large multinational 

firms with global cm·porate development strategies that may not necessarily 

be in harmony with the development objectives of individual host countries. 

Furthermore, semiconductor components production demands large economies of 

scale which in turn calls for high capital investments. Obsolescence in 

semicor1ductor technology occurs very rapidly and only the major multinational 

firms have the resources needed to invest in leading edge research and 

development activities. 

Ample opportunities do however exist for development of consumer 

electronics and industrial ~l~t·tronics suh-sectors. The domestic market, 

through appropriate government promotional measures, may form the initial 

basis for the development of these sub-sectors. I.inkages between the 

sub-sectors should be established along with promotion of critical supplier 

and support industries. 
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Tl?Chnological upgradation requires introduction of products cf 

progres!ii vely 11<>re sophisticated design and engineering as well as illprove.ent 

of existing aanufacturing processes and integration with upstream and 

downstream manufacturing. This technological upgradation should ha,·e a strong 

local foundation through creation of local expertise in design and 

engineering. Govern11ents may wish to provide incentives for increasing local. 

value added of products and for investments in research and development. 

It appears that joint ventures and licensing arrangements (original 

equipment manufacturing or second sourcing) with local firms, have been 

effective instrwuents in the transfer of technology in the electronics 

i:dust ry. This strategy has been fairly su~cessful in the Republic of Korea 

and is increasingly sought in other countries as wel 1. 

Countries that adopted an import substitution approach in building up 

their electronics industries have generally emphasized the industrial 

electronics and consumer electronics sub-sectors. However, this approach has 

tended to be effective mainly in coWltries with protected large domestic 

markets. ~ajor development constraints include limited capabilities in 

research and development, difficulties in acquiring state-of-the-art 

technologies and henc~ a generally lower technological level of their 

products. There a~e also problems emanating from lack of appropriate linkages 

with other sectors with the result that a coherent productive system has not 

been achieved. In these countries, programmes for enhancing close 

co-operation between research institutes, industry and the Government may be 

indispensable in providing the needed upward thrust to the industry. To 

ensure reliability and cost effP.ctiveness of the industry, suitable export 

market niches should be identified so as that local industry may benefit from 

the experience of the international market, and regional and/or sub-regional 

cooperation progr8111111es may be required so as to optimize resource utilization. 

for nPw r.ntrants and those likely to rP.main mainly as users of 

electronics products relevant developmental considerations relate to suitabl~ 

programmes for dew•lnping expertise in: 
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- rep~ir and •ainter.ance of electronic equipment; 

- s~lection and develo~t of suitable aicroelectronics application 

systems including computers; 

- design and engineering of siaple electronic equipment for the 

domestic •arket: 

- assembly and testing of simple consumer and industrial electronics 

equipment (especially telecommunications equipment. personal 

computers) using imported suh-assemblies and components; and 

- electronics, computer and management sciences. 

Attainment of the above shall nP.cessarily call for appropriate Government 

intervention in the way of formulation ot· the policies, programmes and 

provi~ion of incentives as appropriate. The basic developmental approach 

would s~m to be a selective domestic market-oriented stl·ategy coupled with 

measures for expanding the domestic market so as to petinit the economy tn 

benefit from the technological advances in microelectronics. Few of the 

countries in this category may still be able to attract new foreign 

investments in offshore cperations but it is to b~ noted that foreigr. 

investors in this sector are increasingly demanding lucrative incentiv~s 

especially with regard to infrastructure developments, tax holidays, relaxed 

labour laws (including safety regulations that ~oul~ not be acceptable in 

their own countries), guaranteed repatriation of profits and generally minimal 

government controls on their operations. While these forms of inv~stments may 

generate employment and contribute towards f~reign exchange earnings, their 

deve~~pmental impact requires careful examination. For certain country 

groupings, regional and/or sub-regional development progr8111111es for the sector 

may also be f~asible as a way of pooling resource~. 

The role of technology in economic, social and political ievelopments, 

both within national and international contexts, is r.ow widely recognized. 

Technological changes deeply affect th~ worldwide distribution of productivP 

facilities and services. 
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Early technological advances in textile aanufacture, for ex&11Ple, 

;- fundaaentally altered the global structure of the industry. By the 1980s the 

price of yarn was of the order of one twentieth of what it had been some 50 

years earlier!!/. The consequence of this was that labour-intensive 

production facilities in countries like India, in which textile 118Jlufacture 

was a 11ajor industry, could no longer c011pete either in quality or quantity in 

the international llarket. Likewise, development of synthetic fibres in the 

1960s led to the virtual extinction of the sisai industries in Mexico and 

~=:.~ania which between them formerly supplied al11<>st the entire world demand 

for such fibers. 

The above technological advances aff~r.ted mainly specific economic 

sectors. The impact of microelectr~nics is much more far-reaching than those 

cited above since the underlying technology is rapidly diffusing into all 

economic sectors. Among th~ im1,lications of this diffisuion on developing 

countries, the following may be mentioned: 

a) Traditional irdustries such as iron and steel and non-ferrous metals 

including downstream facilities for production of finished and 

semi-finished products are .i:IO'\"ing towards the high technology categn:""y. 

b) Decisions to locate manufacturing facilitie~ in developing countries 

are inc~easingly based on provision of major concessions and special 

arrangements by host Governments. 

c) The trend in the incorporation of functions previously performed by 

mechanical or electromechanical systems into electronic components has 

the effect of increasing the packaging of technology into "black boxes". 

Technology unpackaging as a strategy for technology absorption and 

development will bec<>11e more difficult. 

l!I See "Microelectronics and Society. A Report to the Club of Rome" by 
G. Friedrichs and A. Schaff, ~entor <1983). 
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,. 
This issue could analyze the consequences of the above trends with a view 

to assess critically the potential iapacts on the global structure of ind~stry 

brought about by electronics technologies. 

{iii) 

Software costs now account for the larger share in the purchase of 

electronic systems. Within the soft .. -are industry, there is an incr"."lsing 

trend towards standardization through provision of application packages and 

standard operating systems. The cost for maintenance and enhancement of these 

software products is increasing rapidly and development of expE-rtise in this 

area appears to be generally applicable for all countries utilizing computers. 

Development of the local software industry requires Government support in 

expanding the domestic market through encouraging the use of computers and 

offering incentives to local entrepreneurs. For some countries, it may be 

feasible to develop software systems based on local languages if the domestic 

or sub-regional market is large enough. In all cases, co-operation with maj0r 

hardware suppliers and software houses in industrialized countries is 

essential for development of the local software industry. The personal 

computer market appears to be a suitable entry point for newcomers. At thP 

national level, suitabla training programmes to increasP computer literacy are 

required so as to ensure greater appr~ciation of computing power, 

identification of new applications and development of appropriate systems. 

Financing of software deveiopaent poses •pecial problems particularly due 

to the intangible nature of software products. Despite notable achievements 

in computer-assisted software enginPering, the software industry remains 

highly skill- and labour-intensive. Thus, investment in Jahour con~titutes ~ 

larg~ proportion of the overall costs of softwRre d~vP)opment projp~t5. Where 

the industry has thrived, such as in Silicon Va))py in thP U.S.A., thP5P 

projects have been undertaken typically by small finis many of which roul<i not 
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fulfil the standard invest11ent criteria of COlll9ercial lending banks. The 

>development and maturity of the venture capit3l .arket in the ~.S.A. has hP.en 

critica! in sustaining develo1111ent of the industry in that country. Elsewhere 

in Western Europe, the venture capital aarket is stili at an embryonic stage. 

However, llOSt Governaents have provided direct financial support t~ encourage 

software developeent. 

De\-elopi::ent of local sofh.-arP houses in developing countriPs sbd l 

th~refore require establisfment of special lines of credit. In adrli t icm, 

fi:iancia! inci:-nt i'-"es .,;ill h .. required to encourage investments in this 

industry. The role of Gover1J11ents is crucial since financing of soft..-a:-~ 

l'• ;)~•:c:s frum eomaercial ;;.:-;.~ rle\'f"!opment projects 11ay be di fficul l espr.cia! l~; 

in the fonaative years. 
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total total 
country 
production 
in (.) 

21 
{1. 77) 

88 
{7.551 

141 
(12.49) 

166 
{15.41) 

11 
{I. 24) 

159 
(20.78) 

115 
~17.04) 

86 
(15. 75) 

43.602 
(10.83) 

country 
production 
( . ~ 

228 
(19.26) 

19:! 
(16.46) 

115 
{10.18) 

145 
(13.37) 

47 
{5.29) 

450 
{58.82~ 

2~ 
\44.15) 

61 
(11.17) 

94.113 
(23.37) 

Total 
country 
product inn 
in $ aill. 
and i of 
global 
production 
in(.) 

1.184 
(0. :?!P 

1.166 
(0.29) 

1.129 
0.2R: 

1.077 
! 0. :?'7 

888 
(0.22) 

765 
(0.191 

675 
(0.17' 

~4fl 

(0.14: 

402.723 

Rank 
in global 
production 

24 

29 

10 
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Cowitry 

United 
States o~ 
America 

Japan 

Germany, 
Fed.Rep.o;" 

Ur.ited 
kingdom 

France 

Italy 

Canada 
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Global Electronics Products Market (1986) 

Source: UNIDO ID/WG.478/2 (SPEC.) 

Industrial 
Electronics 
in $ mi 11. 
and .._ cf 
cowitry 
market 
in (. j 

l:?919R 
(69. 4::! 1 

28463 
'51. f.F.' 

16336 
~67.76' 

149R::! 
f69.25'; 

12963 
c_-73. 07) 

889::! 
~74.28: 

602!1 
'68.0!. 

Consu.er Components 
Electronics 
in $ aill. in $ aill. 
and i of and ~ of 
country country 
market 11arket 
in ' '" 

19300 
[10.37} 

6615 
·12.ou 

2490 
'10.33' 

2305 
'l0.66~ 

1617 
(9.11) 

1179 
(9.85) 

1::!11 
~13.66) 

in(.} 

37621 
(20.21} 

20013 
(36. 33"! 

5281 
(21. 91) 

4346 
(20.09) 

3161 
(17 .82) 

1900 
(15.87) 

1625 
(18.33) 

Total 
country 
market in 
$ aill. and 
~ of global 
market 
in(.~ 

186119 
(47.95) 

55091 
04 .19) 

24110 
:6.:!l ~ 

21634 
(5.571 

17741 
(4.57~ 

11971 
(3.08) 

8865 
(2.28) 

Rank in 
global 
market 

l 

3 

4 

6 

7 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Nether lands 4218 640 1145 6003 8 
(70.27) (10.66) (19.07) (1.55) 

Brazil 2641 1113 1294 5048 9 
~22.05) \25.63) (I. 30) 

--------- -------------·------------------------------------------------·-----
Rep. of Korea 2145 722 1972 4839 10 

Spain 

( 44. 33) (14. 92) ( 40. 75) ( l. 25) 

2929 
(68. 31) 

734 
(17.12) 

625 
(14.57) 

4288 
(l.10) 

11 

-----------·----· -------------------------------------------------------------Sweden 2587 334 1004 3925 12 
{65.91) (A.51) (25.58) (1.01) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Taiwan · Prov. 974 584 2172 3730 l:J 
of China (?6.11) (15.66) (58.23) (0.96) 
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Country Industri~l Consuaer Components 
Electronics Electronics 
in $ •ill. in $ aill. in $ •ill. 
and ~ of and ~ of and ~ of 
r.ountry country country 
market market aarket 
in ( . ) in (. ) in ( . ; 

---------------------------------
Australia 2444 

(69.75) 

Switzerland 2356 

Norway 

Singapore 

India 

Hong Kong 

~68.31~ 

1503 
(46.64 "; 

2397 
'7~. 68' 

!::!56 
(4::?. 10·· 

l:!O! 
(45.20) 

72£ 
(30.69~ 

583 
(16.64~ 

381 
(11.05) 

162 
(4.71} 

290 
'8.9::?) 

485 
(16.48~ 

778 
( 29. 2R) 

401 
(16.90 

477 
(13.611 

712 
(20.64) 

1672 
(4tl.65~ 

566 
(li.40) 

1201 
(40.82; 

678 
(25.52) 

1243 
(52.40} 

Total 
country 
11arket in 
$ •ill. and 
~ of global 
11&rket 
in ( . ~ 

3504 
<O. 90·· 

3449 
(0.89~ 

3437 
(Q.89) 

3252 
(Q. 84 ~ 

2942 
(0.?G' 

2657 
(0.68) 

'O.G!~ 

Rank in 
global 
aarket 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

:?O 

------------- --------·-------------- -----------·------------------ -------- -- ----- -
Austria 1289 240 ~5!1 1R8P. 21 

Treland 

'68.27~ (12.71) (19.01' '.C.19) 

1037 
(6!.36) 

71 
(4.20) 

582 
(34.44) 

1690 
(0.44) 

.,., --
-- ------------------· -------- _________ .., _________ ·-----------------------------
South Africa 1320 152 214 1686 :!3 

~78.:!!li :a.O:?; (12.69) ~0.43~ 

--------·-----------~·--··-------------.. ---------------··----------------·--------
r;nland 1083 188 3!;4 1625 24 

(66.65) (11.57) (21.78) (0.42) 

ii;~;;a;:k _______ -1009-- ----------11s---------3g1---------161s---·-----------25 
(67.~9) (10.89) (21.72) (0.42) 

~;;;;1---------1049-· ----··------5q---------325--------- -143~--------------26 
(73.25) (4.05) (22.70) (0.37) 

Ma"iaysi~--------685------·-----200 _____ ----j44----------1229------------··-21 
!~5.74) (16.27) (27.99) (0.32) 



• 
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----------------· -------------------------------------------Cour!try Indust Consumer C011P<>nents Total Rank in 
Electro •. .i Electronics country global 
in $ mill. in $ •ill. in $ •ill. aarket in aarket 
and ... of and .... of and ~ of $ mil 1.and -· ·• 
ccuntry country country i of global 
market market market la3i"ket 
in (. } in ' \ in I \ in (. 1 \ • r 

-----------------------------------... ·--------------------------Indonesia 510 203 194 
(21.39) 

907 28 
(56.23) ::?2.38' (0.23~ 

Thailand -----------------------------------------------------------------------------453 
(59.68) 

182 124 
06.34} '23.98) 

759 
(0.20} 

29 

-------------------------------~--------------_.;.._ _________________________ _ 
Phi lippin~s 201 59 

~16.30} 
10:? 

(28.18) ~55.52' 
36:? 

{0.09) 
30 

Tota! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------253058 
(6..-=l. 19' 

43454 91660 388172 

----------------------------··---------------------------------------------




